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determine the ascendant (and therefore 
the signs corresponding to the houses), 
the sign and planet of birth are 
independent of any astronomical con-
sideration and base themselves on 
numerological speculations. This is in 
spite of the fact that the system of 
zodiacal hours (pp. 140-141) contains 
the embryo of a vaguely approximate 
method to determine the ascendant and 
that the In principio (pp. 204-205, 579, 
599) seems to be aware of a more 
sophisticated kind of astronomy when 
it explains the stations and retrogradat-
ions of the superior planets as a 
function of their elongation from the 
Sun. This appears to be an instance of 
the use of a different kind of source 
from those that are standard in the 
Alchandreana. Juste also notes some 
instances (pp. 199-203) in which 
astrological predictions take into con-
sideration several predictive elements, 
something which bears witness to a 
more developed kind of astrology. 
 This excellent volume contains a 
careful description of the 71 extant 
MSS and a 16th c. edition which 
document the spread of the collection 
(pp. 297-390) and an important series 
of careful appendices which summar-
ize, in tables, the  spellings, in the 
different sources, of Arabic names of 
planets, zodiacal signs, lunar mansions 
and letters of the alphabet (pp. 653-
666); the Hebrew names of planets, 
signs and letters of the Hebrew 
alphabet (pp. 667-674); the numerical 
alphabets (pp. 675-682) and the list of 
subjects in the Alchandreana. The 
book ends with a list of sources and 
bibliography (pp. 687-710) and index-
es of Latin technical terms (pp. 711-
714), Latin proper names (pp. 715-
716), a general index of names and 
titles of works (pp. 717-722) and 
another of MSS (pp. 723-726). To 
conclude: this is a brilliant book on a 
subject which, at least in my opinion, 
is important. 
 
        Julio Samsó 
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In 1996, Rashed began this 
impressive collection of editions, 
French translations and thorough 
studies of Arabic mathematical texts 
related to infinitesimal mathematics 
which has now reached its fifth 
volume. Most, if not all, of the texts 
edited in vols. II-V are due to Ibn al-
Haytham and make an enormous 
contribution to our knowledge of the 
mathematical aspects of his work. 
Rashed here adds a collection of four 
of Ibn al-Haytham’s works dealing 
with mathematical astronomy and in 
which infinitesimal geometry is used. 
This is an important contribution given 
the limited number of Ibn al-
Haytham’s astronomical books that 
have, so far, received due attention. 
Among other examples, I will only 
mention Sabra and Shehaby’s edition 
of the Shukýk (1971), Tzvi Langer-
mann’s F÷ hay’at al-þ×lam (1990, see 
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below) and some minor works such as 
the ©all shukýk ¬arakat al-iltif×f 
(Sabra, 1979), F÷ ru’yat al-kaw×kib 
(Sabra & Heinen. 1991-92), the treati-
se on the computation of the qibla 
using the well-known “method of the 
z÷jes” (Dallal, 1995), and the M×hiyyat 
al-athar alladh÷ yabdý þal× wajh al-
qamar (Sabra, 1977; Yýsuf Zayd×n, 
1996, re-printed, with English, French 
and German translations in Alexan-
dria, 2002). Al-though much research 
is still to be done before we have a 
clear view of Ibn al-Haytham’s astro-
nomy (see Rosenfeld and Ihsano§lu’s 
M.A.S.I.C. pp. 135-137), the new 
information gathered by Rashed is 
important. 
 In addition to a general introduc-
tion, of which an English summary has 
been published by the author himself 
in Arabic Sciences and Philosophy 17 
(2007), 7-55, the present volume 
contains introductions, detailed mathe-
matical commentaries, critical editions 
and French translations of the 
following works by Ibn al-Haytham: 
1. F÷ hay’at ¬arak×t kull w×¬id 
min al-kaw×kib al-sabþa (pp. 
49-615) 
2. F÷m× yaþriÅ min al-ikhtil×f f÷ 
irtif×þ×t al-kaw×kib (pp. 617-
679) 
3. F÷ khuÐýÐ al-s×þ×t (pp. 687-801) 
4. F÷ l-rukh×m×t al-ufuqiyya (pp. 
803-849) 
A fifth work, unrelated to 
astronomy, is also edited in this 
volume. It deals with an instrument 
designed by Ibn al-Haytham which 
can be used to trace circles with large 
radii and which cannot be drawn with 
an ordinary pair of dividers: 
5. F÷ birk×r al-daw×’ir al-þiÞ×m 
(pp. 851-879) 
The most important of the five 
edited texts is, no doubt, the first one, 
originally comprising three books of 
which only the first is extant and is 
edited here by Rashed. The second 
dealt with “all operations of 
calculation”, while the third one was a 
description of a small observational 
instrument which was easy to handle 
and with which astronomers would be 
able to determine the altitude of 
celestial bodies to the precision of 
fractions of minutes. Unfortunately we 
know no details about this instrument 
(see Appendix II, pp. 895-898). 
The extant book 1 has been 
preserved in only one MS and, in it, 
Ibn al-Haytham begins  with the 
presentation and proof of 15 
geometrical and trigonometrical 
propositions (see pp. 49-172, 266-
389), followed by propositions 16-36 
(pp. 173-259, 390-615) dealing with a 
series of very specific problems in 
mathematical astronomy. One of the 
main things to underline here is that, 
in spite of its title, there is no hay’a in 
the usual sense of the term (i.e. 
cosmology): Rashed adequately trans-
lates this term by “configuration”. 
There is no criticism of Ptolemy, 
either, and the Almagest is only quoted 
to confirm Ibn al-Haytham’s asser-
tions. Nor is there a single, developed 
description of any lunar or planetary 
model or any mention of numerical 
parameters (those appearing in the 
commentary have been added by 
Rashed). What we find is a very 
thorough mathematical study of the 
apparent motion of the Moon, Sun and 
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the five planets during a limited period 
of time (between the rising of the 
celestial body and its passing the 
meridian, or between its meridian 
crossing and its setting), taking into 
consideration the different kinds of 
motion involved which, in the case of 
the Moon, are the daily motion from 
East to West, its motion in longitude 
on its inclined orb and the retrograde 
motion of the lunar nodes (explained 
by a rotation of the pole of the inclined 
orb around the pole of the ecliptic). In 
the case of the Sun only two motions 
are involved (motion in longitude and 
daily motion of the celestial sphere) 
because the precession of the 
equinoxes is not significant in the 
period of time involved. In the case of 
the planets, Ibn al-Haytham has also to 
bear in mind stations and retrograda-
tions (caused by the motion of the 
planet on its epicycle), the inclination 
of the planet’s orb in relation to the 
ecliptic (practically constant for the 
superior planets but variable for 
Mercury and Venus) and (for the 
inferior planets) the variations of the 
inclination of the epicycle with respect 
to their orb. In this context Ibn al-
Haytham also studies the variations in 
velocity of the celestial bodies 
according to their positions in relation 
to their apogee and perigee. In the 
third place, he also studies the changes 
in altitude, with respect to the local 
horizon, and proves that, when we 
bear in mind all the variables involved, 
the maximum altitude does not 
coincide (except in specific cases) 
with the meridian crossing. The final 
proposition (36) considers the parti-
cular case of sites with latitude 0º. 
Throughout the book Ibn al-Haytham 
uses predominantly equatorial coordi-
nates which allow him to define two 
concepts that he applies continuously: 
the required time (al-zam×n al-
mu¬a½½al) – which is the difference in 
right ascension between two observed 
positions of the body – and the proper 
inclination for the required time (al-
mayl alladh÷ ya¬u½½u al-zam×n al-
mu¬a½½al). 
The second text (F÷m× yaþriÅ min 
al-ikhtil×f f÷ irtif×þ×t al-kaw×kib), also 
extant in only one manuscript, is a 
study of the variation of the altitude of 
celestial bodies between rising and 
setting. He begins with definitions, 
among which we find those related to 
horizontal coordinates – azimuthal 
/vertical circles (daw×’ir al-irtif×þ) and 
almucantars (daw×’ir al-zam×n) – 
followed by seven propositions of 
plane geometry, and by propositions 
8-16 in which he studies changes of 
altitude as a function of time. In 
contrast to the F÷ hay’at ¬arak×t, here 
Ibn al-Haytham considers the motion 
of celestial bodies in circles parallel to 
the equator. 
The third (F÷ khuÐýÐ al-s×þ×t) and 
fourth (F÷ l-rukh×m×t al-ufuqiyya) 
works deal with sundials. The latter 
(extant in two manuscripts) is a 
practical treatise on the construction of 
a horizontal sundial of the standard 
type, with very few proofs: those 
missing are added by Rashed in the 
commentary. F÷ khuÐýÐ al-s×þ×t (also 
pre-served in two manuscripts) begins 
with six propositions of a geometrical 
and trigonometrical character, follow-
ed by propositions 7-11 directly relat-
ed to sundial theory. Here Ibn al-Hay-
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tham challenges the opinion of Ibr×-
h÷m b. Sin×n (909-946) – in his F÷ ×l×t 
al-aÞl×l – who, like his grandfather 
Th×bit b. Qurra, stated that the hour 
lines joining the beginnings of the 
hours throughout the solar year are not 
straight lines. Ibn al-Haytham studies 
the problem carefully and proves that 
the difference between the line traced 
with exactitude and the straight line is 
negligible. Ibn Sin×n did not realize 
that a straight line traced on a sundial 
is not a mathematical line without any 
thickness, but a physical line whose 
thickness will conceal the error made. 
On the whole, considering the four 
astronomical works published here, 
my impression is that their importance 
is mainly mathematical rather than 
astronomical. There is little in them 
that can be related to planetary 
astronomy, while there are hints that 
Ibn al-Haytham is attracted by 
problems of timekeeping; this is 
obvious in the two texts on the 
sundial, and can also be inferred from 
the main points of interest of the F÷ 
hay’at ¬arak×t and al-Ikhtil×f f÷ 
irtif×þ×t: changes in altitude of celestial 
bodies in short periods of time are 
topics characteristic of m÷q×t. The very 
little information we have about the 
observational instrument described by 
Ibn al-Haytham in part 3 of the F÷ 
hay’at ¬arak×t stresses only that it is 
extremely precise for the determina-
tion of altitudes. There are, of course, 
other topics, not related to problems of 
this kind, such as velocities of celestial 
bodies, which are dealt with very 
competently: I only wonder whether 
one can translate, as Rashed does, 
¬araka z×’ida by “mouvement accéle-
ré” (see pp. 486-491, 510-527). Ano-
ther debatable translation is that of al-
d×’ir min al-falak (the hour angle 
since sunrise) by “le tracé de l’orbite” 
(pp. 896-897). 
The volume contains two appendi-
ces, the second one on Ibn al-Hay-
tham’s aforementioned instrument of 
observation. In the first appendix (pp. 
881-894) Rashed reiterates his well-
known hypothesis of the existence of 
two Ibn al-Haythams: Abý þAl÷ al-
©asan ibn al-©asan, our mathe-
matician and optician, and Abý þAl÷ 
Mu¬ammad ibn al-©asan, a physician-
philosopher who would be the author, 
among many other works, of both the 
F÷ hay’at al-þ×lam and of the com-
mentary on the Almagest. The appen-
dix deals mainly with the authorship 
of the extant F÷ hay’at al-þ×lam which 
Rashed ascribes to Mu¬ammad, 
proposing that al-©asan is the author 
of another lost work with the same 
title. His arguments are mainly based 
on his interpretation of an ambiguous 
colophon in MS Kastamonu 2298 (see 
a facsimile of the significant page in 
A.I. Sabra’s paper in ZGAIW 12 
(1998), p. 50). Sabra, obviously, 
interprets it differently (Sabra, 1998, 
pp. 19-21) and I believe that both 
interpretations are possible. I can only 
add that Sabra’s paper had a 
conclusion in ZGAIW 15 (2002-03), 
pp. 95-108, which is not mentioned by 
Rashed, and that there are at least two 
Latin translations of F÷ hay’at al-þ×lam 
(see p. 881), one of them retranslated 
from the Castilian translation patron-
ized by Alfonso X. 
The book ends with a set of 
complementary notes to Hay’at ¬ara-
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k×t (pp. 899-905), an Arabic-French 
glossary of technical terminology (pp. 
907-955), and very complete indices 
of proper names (pp. 957-958), topics 
(pp. 958-965), titles of sources quoted 
(pp. 966-967) and manuscripts (p. 
968), followed by lists of sources and 
bibliography (pp. 969-972). Concern-
ing the bibliography, I wonder why the 
only translation of the Almagest 
quoted is the old French translation by 
N. Halma (Paris, 1813 and 1816) (see 
pp. 697 and 971). Two other sources 
are quoted through manuscripts, in 
spite of the fact that they have been 
edited: al-Fargh×n÷’s al-K×mil f÷ l-
asÐurl×b (p. 654), edited very recently 
by Richard Lorch (2005) and Abý l-
Waf×’s F÷m× ya¬t×ju ilay-hi al-½×niþ 
min þamal [þilm?] al-handasa ed. by 
¼×li¬ A¬mad al-þAl÷ (Baghdad, 1979).  
Leaving aside these small details, 
this volume is a great contribution, 
both in size and importance, to our 
knowledge of Ibn al-Haytham’s 
mathematical astronomy, written by a 
first rate scholar who has dedicated his 
life to research on the history of 
Islamic mathematics. The editions 
have been prepared with the utmost 
care and skill, the translations are 
excellent and the mathematical 
commentaries are detailed and clear. I 
can only thank the author for 
presenting us with this gift. 
 
      Julio Samsó 
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The volume under review contains 
twelve articles by Menso Folkerts on 
the history of medieval as well as 
Renaissance mathematics. Eight arti-
cles had been previously published 
between 1974 and 2002; the articles 
on Arabic mathematics in the West (I), 
Euclid in the Middle Ages (III) and 
Regiomontanus’ approach to Euclid 
(VII) are revised versions, and article 
XII, “Algebra in Germany in the 
Fifteenth Century” is new. Articles I 
and VII appear in English translation 
for the first time.  
 The main emphasis of the book is 
on Euclid’s Elements, its medieval 
transmission, and its influence in the 
works of some Renaissance authors. 
Folkerts’ book is a good introduction 
to this important but complicated 
subject. Several articles in Folkerts’ 
book deal with Renaissance arithmetic 
and algebra on the basis of unpu-
blished manuscripts of Regiomontanus 
(1436-1476).  
 In a review of this size it is 
impossible to do justice to the book as 
a whole. I will therefore restrict myself 
to the question why Folkerts’ book is 
important for the history of medieval 
Islamic science. Folkerts discovered 
the complete version of the arithmetic 
of al-Khwārizmī, see the summary and 
analysis in article II. Article I is a 
concise introduction to the transmis-
sion of Arabic mathematics to the 
West. Folkers arrives at the surprising 
conclusion that the medieval transla-
tions from Arabic to Latin were “the 
